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Abstract
Image-based
novel-view
synthesis
requires
dense
correspondences between the original views to produce a high
quality synthetic view. In a wide-baseline stereo setup, dense
correspondences are difficult to achieve due to the significant
change in viewpoint giving rise to a number of problems.
To improve their quality, the original, incomplete disparity
maps are usually interpolated to fill in the missing regions.
When the data is very sparse, such as in the case of the widebaseline stereo, interpolation alone is not enough. Instead,
a 3-D model of the scene can be used to fill in the missing
regions more reliably, using a-priori knowledge. However,
the 3-D model can be used more efficiently and accurately in
disparity space, where the disparity data originates from. In
this paper we present and compare the two techniques. We
show that, in comparison with the 3-D approach, the disparity
space approach offers a computationally less expensive and
potentially more accurate solution.
1

Introduction

In this paper we address the problem of dense wide-baseline
disparity data and its use for novel view synthesis. Dense stereo
disparity data is typically generated with a correspondence
search algorithm using an image-intensity based similarity
measure to determine the matching regions [23]. In order
to constrain the search and reduce its complexity, additional
information such as epipolar geometry and anticipated depth of
the scene is used. As the main source of information available
is the image intensity, in practice, a number of factors exist
which make the search for image correspondences a difficult
problem.
Different cameras have a different colour response, untextured
regions are a source of ambiguity and the number of
occlusions in the scene (regions only visible to one camera)
increases with the scene complexity. In a wide-baseline stereo
configuration these problems become even more pronounced.
Although the current state-of-the-art stereo correspondence
algorithms achieve a higher match density and accuracy

Figure 1: The left and right wide-baseline stereo view
and the corresponding left-right and right-left disparity map
acquired by a pyramidal search algorithm and checked for
consistency. The background and the areas with missing
disparity information are coloured in black.
than the previously known methods [5, 23, 24, 25], they
nevertheless still fall prey to occluded areas, very common in
a wide-baseline setup.
To demonstrate the effect of incomplete wide-baseline
disparity data on the quality of the novel-view synthesis, we
generated a synthetic data set with known ground truth, using
a 3-D kitten mesh model provided courtesy of UU, INRIA, by
the AIM@SHAPE Shape Repository [2]. We acquired 3 views
of the kitten model under a wide baseline (Figure 2(a)) and
used the left and centre view as the reference stereo pair, and
the right view as the ground truth for novel view synthesis.
For the purpose of the stereo correspondence search, we
textured the model with a synthetic random texture and used
a simple pyramidal window-based stereo correspondence
algorithm. The resulting left-centre consistency-checked
disparity map is shown in Figure 2(b). We deliberately chose a
simple and straightforward correlation-based correspondence
search algorithm, involving no interpolation, in order to
demonstrate the problems arising in the wide-baseline stereo.
Figure 3(a) shows the novel view synthesised by using
the original, patchy disparity map. The synthesized view
is equally patchy. View-synthesis using a simple linearly
interpolated disparity map is shown in Figure 3(b). As our
model’s shape consists of curvy patches, rather than planes,
we also interpolated the disparity map with cubic splines. The
corresponding view synthesis result is shown in Figure 3(c).
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Figure 2: (a) The 3 views of the kitten model used in
the analysis of different post-processing methods, (b) the
disparity map corresponding to the left and centre view,
shown as an image and as data points in disparity space.
It quickly becomes obvious that interpolating disparity data is
not enough to generate high quality novel views. The data
is too sparse and the regions missing too significant to be
restored simply by interpolating the existing data. To show how
much difference accurate and complete disparities make, we
also generated the ground truth disparity map, using the kitten
model. The corresponding view synthesis result is shown in
Figure 3(d). By introducing the a priori knowledge about the
shape of the object, we were able to synthesise a visually much
more complete novel view, where the missing texture is not a
consequence of missing disparity information, but instead lack
of texture information in the reference views.
To gauge the accuracy of the view synthesis using each of the
4 disparity maps, we chose 500 3-D points on the kitten model
and compared their image pixel coordinates when synthesised
using the post-processed disparity maps with their image
pixel coordinates when projected directly into the selected
view. Figure 4 illustrates the experiment. The quantitative
evaluation of the mean error and standard deviation in the
2-D Euclidean distance between the synthesised and projected
point coordinates is shown in Table 1.

Figure 3: Synthesised view of the kitten. The viewpoint is
equivalent to the right view shown in Figure 2(a). Original
disparity map (a), linearly interpolated disparity map (b),
cubic-spline interpolated disparity map (c), model-based
disparity map (d).
Mean

Standard

Missing

error

deviation

matches

Original DM

2.507091 10.431232

247

Linear DM

7.874941 15.513824

0

Cubic DM

7.348909 15.989594

0

Model DM

0.306740

0

0.263713

Table 1: Disparity map (DM) post-processing error statistics.
The mean error and standard deviation were only measured
for the points with known correspondences.
fit. By completing the data in disparity space, we skip a full
step of 3-D reconstruction and reprojection which results in
computational time savings (see the diagram in Figure 5 for
illustration).
2 Related Work

The results in Table 1 show that the model-based ground-truth
disparity map clearly outperforms the other post-processing
methods and also does better than the original disparity map,
obtained with the correspondence search algorithm. This
indicates that the quality of the wide-baseline disparity maps
could be improved by fitting a generic a-priori model of
the scene to the disparity information available from the
correspondence search and using the resulting model as the
new disparity map.

Image and Video-Based Rendering addresses the problem of
novel view synthesis by using image texture information to
synthesise realistic novel views. When no other information
about the scene is available, a large number of images acquired
from fairly densely sampled viewpoints are required to produce
realistic results. This approach results in elaborate image
storage and retrieval requirements and is not very practical.
The number of input images can be reduced by adding the
information about the scene, in particular scene geometry.

As we will show in the following sections, the suggested
generic model does not need to be a 3-D model. The a priori
shape can also be modelled in disparity space. By doing so,
the model can be fit directly to disparity data rather than 3D points and the disparity map for view synthesis is then
readily available in the form of a deformed model after the

The additional information can be introduced in different ways.
The early work of Kanade et al. [16] makes extensive use
of image-based stereo to produce Visible Surface Models
which are then used to model the scene and render it from
different viewpoints. Silhouette-based constraints are exploited
by Matusik et al. [20], who compute a polyhedral visual hull

Figure 4: The view synthesis accuracy experiment. (1) 500
3-D points are projected in the left view. (2) Each of the
4 disparity maps is used to find corresponding points in the
centre view. (3) The corresponding point pairs are used
to synthesise the points in the right view. (4) The image
location of the synthesised points is then compared to the
image location of the 3-D points directly projected into the
right view. The quantitative results are presented in Table 1.

and render it from novel views using view-dependent texture.
Combining visual hulls and correspondence over time, Cheung
et al. [8] compute a temporal visual hull from silhouette
constraints and render it from novel viewpoints.
Approaches using a-priori models of the scene are used as well.
Starck and Hilton [26] deform a generic computer graphics
model to match the stereo, silhouette and feature constraints.
The model is then textured and an animation rendered from
novel views. Plänkers and Fua [22] use an implicit surface
model and recover its shape and motion from stereo and
silhouette data. Carranza et al. [6] also estimate the pose of
a generic 3-D model from image silhouettes and render novel
views of the textured model.
Some approaches focus on using high-quality stereo
information in the form of disparity maps. They invest a
lot of effort in ensuring that the disparity maps are complete
and accurate. Zitnick et al. [30] achieve very convincing
results in dynamic scene rendering by using a coloursegmentation based stereo algorithm and extracting mattes for
the areas near the depth discontinuities. In 3DTV context,
Kauff et al. [17] post-process the consistency checked
disparity maps by first segmenting them based on colour
clustering and change detection and then using a variety of
interpolation operators. In 3D Video, Waschbüsch et al. [29]
use a “video brick” which acquires texture and structured light
stereo images simultaneously. They then use a multi-window
based matching algorithm with a subsequent subpixel disparity
refinement to compute accurate disparity maps.

Figure 5: The diagram showing the comparison between
fitting a model to disparity data and to reconstructed 3-D data.
The equivalent steps in both approaches are shown on the
same level. The colour-shaded parts of the diagram are the
extra steps necessary to perform the fit to 3-D data.
Our approach combines the strengths of the model-based and
pure stereo-based techniques. Our view synthesis algorithm
is based on the trifocal tensor [3] and relies on the quality of
the wide-baseline disparity map. We propose to improve the
quality of the disparity map by fitting a generic a-priori model
to the disparity data and using the deformed model to produce
a complete disparity map, which is then used for novel view
synthesis. Unlike other model-based approaches, we do not
texture the resulting model but instead use it to produce a highquality disparity map. View synthesis is then performed using
the original image texture and the post-processed disparity
map. As we are post-processing disparity data and not 3-D
points, we also propose to implement this approach in disparity
space rather than in 3-D. By doing so, we avoid the step of
3-D reconstruction. Our model-fitting approach results in a
disparity space model which can itself be interpreted as a 3D disparity map and used directly to synthesise novel views.
Disparity space related research can be roughly split in two
subgroups - the 3-D disparity space methods and the disparity
space image methods. 3-D Disparity Space (x, y, d) is a more
general concept of the two, a three-dimensional projective
space defined as a projective transform of the 3-D space, where
x and y are the column and row dimensions of the image
plane, respectively, and d is the disparity of a left image point
with respect to the corresponding right image point. Disparity

space image (DSI) is an image or a function defined over
a continuous or discretised version of the disparity space,
explicitly representing the matching space, and is constructed
to facilitate the stereo matching process, like, for example, in
[4, 23, 7].
In the area of dense disparity matching, Szeliski and Golland
[27] formulate the problem of simultaneously recovering the
disparities, true colours and opacities in a generalised 3-D
(x,y,d) disparity space and solve it using iterative energy
minimisation. Hong and Chen [13] describe a segment-based
stereo matching algorithm which fits disparity planes to
segments of disparity data. Mordohai and Medioni [21]
perform tensor voting on the {x, y, d} data to recover matches
belonging to coherent disparity surfaces. Thakoor et al. [28]
describe DSP implementation of an iterative segmentationestimation framework for plane segmentation in disparity
space.
In the area of motion estimation from stereo, Demirdjian et
al. [9] describe rigid 3-D motion estimation in disparity space.
Derpanis and Chang [10] report an extension with a closed
form linear solution for rigid motion estimation. Agrawal and
Konolige [1] present a mobile robot localisation system for
outdoor environments which estimates the motion in disparity
space and Hattori and Takeda [12] report dense stereo matching
in disparity space used in an implementation of a side collision
system for a road vehicle.
Our work differs from the mentioned research in that it
addresses an articulated motion and articulated structure
modelling in disparity space, to our knowledge not attempted
so far. In particular, we show that the idea of rigid motion
estimation in disparity space [9, 10] can be extended to
estimating and modelling articulated motion and structure
in disparity space, which can in turn be used to complete
wide-baseline disparity data for high-quality novel view
synthesis.
3

defined disparity space is a projective space. This can be shown
by deriving a projective transformation PD between the 3-D
space R3 and disparity space D3 , PD : R3 → D3 , as follows.
We assume, without a loss of generality, a specific form of the
rectified projection matrices [11]. Let the left and right rectified
camera projection matrices, P̃l and P˜r , be written as:

 l
p11 pl12 pl13 pl14
(3)
P̃l =  pl21 pl22 pl23 pl24 
pl31 pl32 pl33 pl34
pr11
P˜r =  pl21
pl31


pr13
pl23
pl33


pr14
pl24  .
pl34

(4)

Projecting a point M = (X, Y, Z, 1)T ∈ R3 into left and right
view gives the left and right image point, ml and mr :

 l


p11 X+pl12 Y +pl13 Z+pl14
xl
 pll31 X+pll32 Y +pll33 Z+pll34 
p X+p22 Y +p23 Z+p24  ≃ P̃l M (5)
ml =  yl  = 

 p21
l X+pl Y +pl Z+pl
31
32
33
34
1
1

  pr11 X+pr12 Y +pr13 Z+pr14 
xr
pl X+pl32 Y +pl33 Z+pl34
l
l
l
l
 p31



yr
mr =
=  l21 X+pl22 Y +pl23 Z+pl24  ≃ P˜r M (6)
p31 X+p32 Y +p33 Z+p34
1
1
A point D ∈ D3 , written in homogeneous coordinates, is
defined as:


xl


yl

(7)
D=
 xl − xr  =
1


l
l
l
l







Disparity Space

Let us assume that a 3-D point M = (X, Y, Z, 1)T is viewed
by two distinct cameras, left camera with projection matrix Pl
and right camera with projection matrix Pr , and that the image
of the point M is defined as ml = (xl , yl , 1)T ≃ Pl M and
mr = (xr , yr , 1)T ≃ Pr M in the left and right camera’s
image plane, respectively, where “≃” denotes equality up to a
scale factor. The corresponding points ml and mr are related
by a disparity which, in a general case, is defined as:

pr12
pl22
pl32

p11 X+p12 Y +p13 Z+p14
pl31 X+pl32 Y +pl33 Z+pl34
pl21 X+pl22 Y +pl23 Z+pl24
pl31 X+pl32 Y +pl33 Z+pl34
pr X+pr12 Y +pr13 Z+pr14
pl11 X+pl12 Y +pl13 Z+pl14
− p11
l X+pl Y +pl Z+pl
pl31 X+pl32 Y +pl33 Z+pl34
31
32
33
34

1




,



(8)

and the transformation PD , for which
D ≃ PD M ,

M ∈ R3 , D ∈ D3

(9)

as

(2)


pl14

pl24

l
r 
p14 − p14
pl34
(10)
The transformation PD is the link between the 3-D space and
disparity space which allows us to model the structure in 3D space, where we can intuitively represent the geometry, and
then convert the model into a disparity space representation for
further manipulation.

For a rectified stereo pair of images, the disparity space is then
defined as a three-dimensional space D3 = {x, y, d}. The so

It can be assumed that the noise associated with {x, y, d} is
homoscedastic and fairly approximated by a covariance matrix

d(ml , mr ) = ml − mr = (xl − xr , yl − yr ).

(1)

In the case of rectified images, the two corresponding points
lie on the same scanline, and the disparity simplifies to a
displacement along the scanline:
d(ml , mr ) = xl − xr

pl11

pl21
PD = 
 pl11 − pr11
pl31


pl12
pl22
l
p12 − pr12
pl32

pl13
pl23
l
p13 − pr13
pl33

A

M

AM

PD
PDM

PD
B

BPDM = PDAM

Figure 6: Transformation diagram

(a)

(b)

Λ = σ 2 I, where σ = σx = σy = σd and σ is typically 1 image
pixel [9]. Unlike in the case of 3-D reconstructed points, where
their heteroscedastic nature requires a special error-in-variables
approach when estimating model parameters from data [19],
the disparity data is statistically better behaved and can as such
be used for more accurate parameter estimation [1, 9, 10].

Figure 7: Generic subdivision surface upper body model: (a)
3D model; (b) Disparity space model.

4

The skeleton of the disparity space model is defined as a set
of disparity space transformation matrices which encode the
position and orientation of every joint with respect to its parent
joint in the hierarchy:

Estimating and Modelling Articulated Motion in
Disparity Space

In this section we describe how the rigid motion estimation in
disparity space can be extended to an articulated motion. Let
M ∈ R3 , PD be as in Equation (10), and A = [R|t] be a
known homogeneous transformation in R3 , transforming M
into AM . Homogeneous transformation B, which transforms
D ∈ D3 to BD ∈ D3 , can then be derived as follows (see the
transformation diagram in Figure 6):
BPD M
BPD
B

= PD AM
= PD A
= PD APD −1

(11)

This result shows that the points can be rotated and translated
in disparity space directly if, for every known homogeneous
transformation A in 3-D space, a corresponding transformation
B is computed as in Equation (11).
4.1 Articulated Body Pose Estimation in 3-D Space
The body pose of an articulated body model is estimated
by identifying the homogeneous transformations defining the
skeleton kinematic chain. The skeleton is defined as a set
of transformation matrices which encode the position and
orientation of every joint with respect to its parent joint in the
hierarchy:
Skeleton = {A21 , A32 , ..., AN
N −1 },

(12)

where N is the number of joints in the skeleton and Aji is a
homogeneous transformation matrix encoding the orientation
of the coordinate system of joint j with respect to the
coordinate system of joint i.
We estimate the body pose of the person imaged in the
reference stereo pair by silhouette-constrained global
optimisation, where the model generating the silhouette
is a subdivision surface upper body model (see Figure 7(a)).
The pose parameters are estimated using a Particle Swarm
Optimisation (PSO) method (see Section 4.3).

4.2 Articulated Body Pose Estimation in Disparity Space
The body pose can also be estimated in disparity space by using
a disparity space body model, defined as follows.

Skeleton = {B 21 , B 32 , ..., B N
N −1 },

(13)

where N is the number of joints in the skeleton and B ji is a
homogeneous disparity space transformation matrix, encoding
the orientation of the coordinate system of joint j with respect
to the coordinate system of joint i, and defined as in Equation
(11). The model’s skin, the subdivision surface mesh, is also
transferred to the disparity space using Equation (9) on the
mesh vertices.
The pose is then estimated in disparity space directly, with
silhouettes generated by the disparity space model (see Figure
7(b)) and Particle Swarm Optimisation, just like in the 3-D
case. The “transfer” of the model from 3-D space to disparity
space is only necessary to define the disparity space model, and
only needs to be done when specifying the model to use. If we
were able to model structure in disparity space directly, this
step would not be necessary.
4.3 Pose Estimation with PSO
Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) is an evolutionary
optimisation technique developed by Kennedy and Eberhart
[18]. It models the swarming behaviour exhibited by bird
flocks and fish schools.
Every particle in the swarm represents one possible solution
to the optimisation problem. When estimating the body pose,
each particle represents a possible skeleton configuration:
N
N
Xi = (rx , ry , rz , α0x , βy0 , γz0 , α1x , βy1 , γz1 , ..., αN
x , βy , γz ),
(14)
where N is the number of joints, rx , ry , rz denote the position
of the root joint with respect to the world coordinate system, α0x
denotes a rotation around the x-axis of the root joint coordinate
system for angle α, γz1 denotes a rotation around the z-axis of
the next joint in the hierarchy for angle γ, etc.

Each particle explores the search space on its own and in
interaction with other particles. The solution is found when
all particles converge. A more detailed description of the body
pose estimation with PSO can be found in [14].
5

Fitting the Model to Disparity Data

5.1 3D Space
Post-processing disparity data in 3-D space first requires
the correspondence pairs to be reconstructed as 3-D points
via triangulation. The model is then deformed to fit the
reconstructed points using the quasi-interpolation method
(see Section 5.3), and the resulting model projected onto the
image planes of the reference stereo cameras to obtain the
post-processed disparity map. This process is illustrated in the
right part of the diagram in Figure 5.
5.2 Disparity Space
In disparity space, the disparity model can be fit to the disparity
data directly, using the same fitting method. Once deformed,
the model can then be used as a three-dimensional disparity
map itself, or transformed into a conventional 2-D disparity
map by orthographic projection onto the left camera’s image
plane. Fitting to disparity data directly is illustrated in the left
part of the diagram in Figure 5.
5.3 Fitting Method
The subdivision surface model is fit to the data in an iterative
manner, using quasi-interpolation. Quasi-interpolation is a
technique which finds the subdivision control polygon (base
mesh) for which the resulting subdivision limit surface best
approximates the given data. In 1-D, it is applied locally as
follows:
4
1
1
pi = − f (i − 1) + f (i) − f (i + 1), ∀i ∈ Z,
6
3
6

(15)

where pi is the control polygon point, f (i) is a function sample
(data point), and [− 61 , 34 , − 16 ] is a 1-D quasi-interpolation
stencil. The stencil is generalised to 2-D via the tensor product.
A detailed description of the technique is outside the scope of
this paper and can be found in [15], where further details and
results are presented.
6

Experiments

We performed experiments on synthetic data to compare the
performance of both proposed approaches. Results on real
images are presented in Section 6.2.
6.1 Comparison of Post-Processing in 3-D and Disparity
Space
We performed an experiment on a synthetic stereo pair of
images to compare the performance of the post-processing
algorithm in 3-D space with the one in disparity space. Every
care was taken to ensure that the conditions were kept the
same for both approaches and a fair comparison was possible.

Figure 8: The flowchart of the experiment where we
compared the post-processing in 3-D space with postprocessing in disparity space. The shaded boxes are the views
which were used for comparison.

The model-data correspondence information was determined
for the 3-D model and then used for both 3-D and disparity
space deformation to guarantee consistency. Figure 8 shows
the diagram of the experiment.
As shown in Figure 8, three views were acquired with an
OpenGL synthetic camera setup (see Figure 9). The left and
centre view were used to obtain disparity data and the right
view was used as ground truth for the view synthesis.
Figure 10 illustrates the comparison process. The left column
refers to the disparity space algorithm and the right column to
the 3-D space algorithm. Row (a) shows the a-priori disparity
model and 3-D model. Row (b) shows the disparity data as
three-dimensional data in disparity space and as reconstructed
3-D points using triangulation. The 3-D and disparity model
after fitting to corresponding data are shown in row (c).
Row (d) shows the resulting disparity maps and row (e) the
synthesised novel view. Row (f) contains the difference images
between the synthesised views and the ground truth right view.
Table 2 lists the sum of absolute differences (SAD) measure
for each of the synthesised views compared to the ground truth
view. The ground truth disparity map is the closest in terms
of view synthesis quality, which is to be expected because
the disparity map generation via the correspondence search
necessarily introduces some noise in the data. Of the remaining
two, the disparity space algorithm slightly outperforms the 3-D
space approach. This difference is most likely due to the fact
that an unavoidable approximation error was introduced when
reconstructing the 3-D data in order to perform the fit in 3-D
space, and then projecting the resulting model back onto the

Figure 9: The three synthetic views generated for the
comparison experiment.

(a) Disparity model and 3-D model

Ground Truth View (Right View)
Ground Truth DM

2659991

Disparity Space

3915826

3-D Space

3924308

Table 2: Pixel-by-pixel sum of absolute differences (SAD)
comparison between the ground truth view (the right view)
and the synthesised novel views. The synthesised views were
computed using the ground truth disparity map, the disparity
space post-processed disparity map and the 3-D space postprocessed disparity map.

(b) Disparity data and 3-D data

(c) Deformed disparity model and deformed 3-D
model

image plane to compute the disparity map.
As demonstrated, disparity space algorithm not only saves
on computational complexity, as illustrated in Figure 5, but
also has a performance which is at least equivalent to the 3-D
approach. By the latter we mean that, on top of avoiding the
3-D reconstruction error, there is a potential for the disparity
space approach to be more accurate than the 3-D space
approach, if care is taken to preserve the data’s homoscedastic
nature [19]. We do not take advantage of this in our algorithm
because we do not estimate the pose parameters directly from
disparity data as it proves too sparse to serve as a reliable
constraint (we use the silhouettes instead). However, should
the data be available and used in this way, the pose parameter
estimation in disparity space would be preferrable.

(d) Disparity map, generated from the disparity model
and from the 3-D model

(e) Novel view synthesised with the disparity map
post-processed in disparity space and 3-D space

6.2 Experiments with Real Data
Our camera setup consists of 4 IEEE 1394 webcams acquiring
in 640 × 480 RGB mode, three positioned in front of the person
and one above. The baseline between each pair of cameras
located in front of the person is approximately 20◦ . The camera
above proves crucial in pose estimation as it resolves a lot of
ambiguity, but it is not used to gather any stereo data because
the overlap in the field of view is insignificant. Additional
cameras are used as ground truth test cameras, which we use
to gauge the quality of the view synthesis.
In this paper, we present the results of the disparity space
approach on real data. A systematic quantitative and qualitative
comparison of both algorithms on real data to complement the
synthetic data experiment presented in this paper is the scope
of future work.
The disparity space approach was tested on a set of real

(f) Difference image for disparity space and 3-D space
novel view

Figure 10: Illustration of the comparison steps performed in
the experiment with synthetic data. Visually, the performance
of the two compared approaches is almost exactly the same.
Only a quantitative analysis reveals that there is a slight
difference in quality.

images showing a person seated at a table, typical of
videoconferencing scenarios. In order to complete the data
with the a-priori subdivision model of the upper body, the
correct pose of the model had to be determined first. This
was achieved by optimising for skeleton joint transformations

using a Particle Swarm Optimisation algorithm, constrained
by the silhouettes extracted from the 4 camera images.
At this stage, our upper body model did not include hands
as they are an articulated structure in themselves, requiring a
separate kinematic model, which was outside the scope of this
work.
Figure 11(a,b) shows the results of view synthesis for two
different poses, obtained using the disparity-space postprocessed disparity map. The first row shows the original
stereo pair, the second and third row show the comparison
between the view synthesis using the original, patchy disparity
map and the disparity map completed with our algorithm. Two
different virtual camera views are shown, the first located in
between the original stereo pair of cameras, below the baseline
and the second located to the right of the stereo pair and above
the baseline.
In Figure 12, we tested the view synthesis for a sequence of
views extrapolated to the right of the reference stereo pair. The
results are convincing, although extrapolation does reveal the
lack of realism in the simple a-priori model that we are using.
Figure 13 compares the view synthesis performance when
the disparity map is completed using various interpolation
techniques, such as linear interpolation, bilinear interpolation
and cubic spline interpolation, with the performance of our
model-based approach. The fact that we do not model hands
becomes a clear disadvantage in this case, as the hands move
as a part of the body in the synthetic view. This is a
disadvantage of a model-based approach in comparison with
simple interpolation. Ignoring the hands, the model-based
synthesised view seems much more consistent and less noisy
than the views obtained with interpolated disparity maps,
especially in the area occluded by the arms.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We presented an approach to modelling articulated structure
and motion in disparity space as an alternative to the traditional
3-D space modelling.
The aim was to use the model to post-process the disparity data
used for view synthesis. In achieving that, the disparity space
approach is computationally more efficient and also potentially
more accurate than its 3-D alternative, as we have shown with
experiments on synthetic data.
The approach suffers from the same drawbacks as other modelbased approaches, primarily concerning the realism of the
model and possible generalisation. The results could be
improved further by using a more realistic and detailed model.
Hand modelling is also a big challenge in an application like
ours and requires further research. Using our approach on
images of different people requires the model to be initialised
to their body proportions. We currently initialise the model
dimensions manually, however, attempts have been made by
researchers to customise the a-priori model’s shape to that of a
specific person automatically [6, 26].

The model in the correct body pose estimated from the
silhouettes can be used as a search interval constraint in the
stereo correspondence algorithm. This should produce a much
denser original disparity map and would present an advantage
as the model’s fidelity to the data after the fit could also be
greater. At the moment, the level of model’s skin deformation
is restricted to a small number of iterations because the data is
known to be noisy and very patchy. Future work will address
the use of the model as a stereo constraint.
Although the disparity space modelling approach is based on
the concept of “modelling in 3 dimensions”, it is somewhat
closer to the image-based rendering concept than its 3-D
counterpart, in the sense that the step of 3-D reconstruction
from corresponding pairs of points is avoided. The approach
is applicable to any problem which currently uses a 3-D model
for the purpose of view synthesis.
The disparity space algorithm is not restricted to only two
views. It was presented on a stereo pair for the reasons of
clarity and can be generalised to as many views as required.
Just like additional 3-D points can be generated by adding new
views and finding correspondences, those correspondences can
be added to the original disparity space via the trilinear tensor
transfer, without the need for 3-D reconstruction.
A potential application for our method is the immersive
videoconferencing which requires efficient algorithms running
in real-time. We must emphasise that the described approach
has only been implemented as a proof of concept and further
research is necessary to make it suitable for a real-time
environment. The aim of our work was to show that, should
there be a time-constrained application running in near-real
time and making use of the presented concepts in 3-D space,
substituting 3-D with the proposed disparity space approach is
likely to further improve its performance.
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(a) Pose 1

(b) Pose 2

Figure 11: View synthesis with post-processed disparities. For each pose: original stereo pair in row 1; rows 2 and 3 compare
the novel view synthesised with original disparities (on the left) with the novel view synthesised with the model-post-processed
disparities (on the right). 2 virtual views are shown, in row 2 interpolated below, and in row 3 extrapolated above the baseline.

Figure 12: View synthesis with an extrapolated virtual view. The synthesised results look convincing, however, the effects of
the model-based approach, such as the unrealistic shape of the head, also become obvious when extrapolating.
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Figure 13: Comparison of view synthesis results for the ground truth test view (a) and disparity maps post-processed using
(b) linear interpolation, (c) bilinear interpolation, (d) spline interpolation and (e) disparity space post-processing; (f-g) the
original stereo pair, (h-i) the disparity model in the correct pose, (j) partially synthesised view with texture only from the left
camera explains the arm artifact in (e) that appears when the right camera’s texture is added to complete the view.

